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We’re Not Just Sports Cars.
Porsche Club of America Absaroka Region
For forty years the Porsche Club of America’s Absaroka Region has been discovering Montana’s hidden treasures. From the world famous Beartooth Highway to the secluded Woodbine Falls, each destination will guarantee you will come home with fond memories. If you drive a Porsche, come join us on our adventures. You’ll encounter new places and meet new friends. We choose routes that are scenic and let you and your Porsche escape for a while. Along the way you’ll meet new and old friends and enjoy some of the best restaurants in the
most off-the-wall places.

At the end the feeling is always the same; “It’s not just the cars, it’s the people.”
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entertainment of the Porsche Club of America - Absaroka
Region, its members and supporters. Absaroka Arrow assumes no responsibility for any submissions. All submissions
become property of Absaroka Arrow unless other arrangements are made with the editor and president. Reprints from
this Newsletter are not permitted without prior permission
from the Editor.
Send editorial submissions to: Dan Cole
Phone: 406.534.3152
E-mail: daniel_g_cole@hotmail.com
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email to: Dan Cole at: daniel_g_cole@hotmail.com.

Dan Cole, Editor / Webmaster
E-mail: Daniel_G_Cole@hotmail.com
Phone: 208.859.4608
2001 Boxster S

Submit by the 1st of the month prior to the publication month.
The editor reserves the right to edit the ad if it is over 40
words. The ad is free to members.
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http://abs.pca.org/

ABS/PCA MAILING ADDRESS
President
Absaroka Region of Porsche Club of America
3319 River Road
Laurel, MT, 59044
Cover Photo: Jeff Zwart (in the helmet) on a Porsche Tractor—Rennsport Reunion VI
Photo: Dan Cole, Absaroka Region
Porsche Legal
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG is the owner of numerous trademarks, both registered and unregistered, including without limitation the Porsche Crest®,
Porsche®, Boxster®, Carrera®, Cayenne®, Cayman™, Panamera®, Tiptronic®, VarioCam®, PCM®, 911®, 4S®, FOUR, UNCOMPROMISED.SM and the
model numbers and distinctive shapes of the Porsche automobiles such as, the federally registered 911 and Boxster automobiles in the United States.
The third party trademarks contained herein are the properties of their respective owners. Specifications, performance standards, standard equipment,
options, and other elements shown are subject to change without notice. Some options may be unavailable when a car is built. Some vehicles may be
shown with non-U.S. equipment. Please ask your dealer for advice concerning the current availability of options and verify the optional equipment that
you ordered. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of traffic laws at all times.
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Editor’s Message
Daniel G. Cole — Editor Absaroka Arrow

This has been a fun year for me as Editor in the Absaroka Region. The newsletter has been fun to do again
and that is because of the great submissions by you the members for inclusion into the Absaroka Arrow. It
makes my job of compiling it so much easier and I know that the membership enjoys the photos and stories from others. So, don’t be bashful, continue to send me your pictures and stories of your adventures in
your Porsche.
We’re going to make a change as a recommendation from PCA National of not posting member's home
addresses in the Absaroka Arrow or on social media in an effort to be more cautious. Posting the address
says “there is a Porsche in the garage” for those bent on criminal activity. So Herb will send out directions
and details via our PCA emailer to our members. You can also call or email Herb for details
As our year comes to a close activity wise, I know the leadership will get a new calendar of events together
for 2019 and I’ll get it posted in the Absaroka Arrow.
If you’re interested in PCA National Events for 2019 you can currently put the following on your calendar:
APRIL 3 - 6
JULY 21- 27
AUGUST 16
SEPTEMBER 4 - 7

PCA Treffen Santa Barbara, CA
PCA 64th Porsche Parade, Boca Raton, FL
PCA Werks Reunion, Monterey, CA
PCA Treffen, Woodstock, VT

Have a great holiday season, send me your photos and stories and we’ll see you on the roads of Montana in
2019.
Dan
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President’s Message
Herb Stoick — President Absaroka Region

Well, after two days of raking leaves I am convinced fall is here! For me the year seemed to fly by; all
that spring rain made for a lot of mowing and weeding but resulted in a bumper crop of fruit and vegetables to preserve this fall.
The many tours and events our region held were a welcome respite from farm life for me. Our region
has been amazingly dynamic this year, with several new members, members getting new cars, attending national events, and hosting great get-togethers.
The holiday season is approaching, a time to reflect on our blessings, celebrate friendships, and remember those we have lost with fondness. Our annual Christmas party will be December 2nd at Buddy
and Judi Kastrop's home in Billings, we will have the steal a gift exchange again, gifts usually are valued around $20.00, although some have been priceless, which makes for an entertaining evening!
It’ll be a Pot Luck as usual affair and BYOB. When PCA lets me back into the region membership contact info I will have more details to share via the emailer.
I would also like to propose that we enter the cardboard classic race in Red Lodge, we have plenty of
cardboard and people with plenty of talent, I think in few days we could send a Porsche down the hill
(short straw gets pilot!)
See you at Grains of Montana on Saturday November 10th for breakfast.
Herb
Herb’s Tech Tip: If you are putting your baby into storage for the winter top off all fluids and place cardboard under the car to locate pesky leaks. also check the air in the tires, add gasoline stabilizer to tank,
I also put a sticky glue mouse trap inside (note: some are not sticky in very cold weather) the passenger
compartment.
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ABSAROKA REGION 2018 CALENDAR OF EVENTS

2018 ABSAROKA REGION EVENTS
NOVEMBER
10

Billings Breakfast Club — Grains of Montana, Billings, MT

DECEMBER
2

Christmas Party — The Kastrop’s Home, Billings, MT
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Billings Breakfast Club — Grains of Montana, Billings, MT

2019 ABSAROKA REGION EVENTS
FEBRUARY
TBD

Baked Potato Party—Location TBD

APRIL
27

Season Kickoff Tour — Road to Chico—Chico Hot Springs

AUGUST
24

12th All Euro Car Show—Billings, MT

2019 NATIONAL PCA EVENTS
APRIL
3-6

PCA Treffen Santa Barbara, CA

JULY
21-27

PCA Porsche Parade, Boca Raton, FL

AUGUST
16

PCA Werks Reunion, Salinas, CA

SEPTEMBER
4-7

PCA Treffen, Woodstock, VT

ZONE 14 — BSK, YEL, ABS, WRS, POL, LSP
FUELED BY VOLUNTEERS
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Holiday Christmas Party
Sunday, December 2, 2018
Holiday and Christmas Party at the Kastrop’s
The holiday and Christmas season is upon
us in the Absaroka Region. This year we’re
giving Jim and Francie Hasbrouck a break
for the wonderful hosting they’ve done
these past years so they can kick back and
enjoy the party.
Buddy and Judy Kastrop have volunteered
to hold the Holiday and Christmas Party at
their home in Billings.
Bring a Pot Luck side dish to share, and beverage of your choice. We’ll play “Rob Your
Neighbor” game so feel free to bring a fun
gift ($20.00 value) or use the opportunity to
get rid of that one thing you’ve been meaning to re-gift to another lucky person.
Direction to the Kastrop’s home will be sent
out via the PCA emailer.
Please RSVP to Herb at: herb 55@alive.com
that you’re coming
Where:

The Kastrop’s—Billings

When:
3:00 PM

Sunday, December 2, 2018—

What to Bring: Food item to share, BYOB,
and a gift to participate in the gift swap
RSVP:

Herb — herb55@alive.com
10
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Rennspot Reunion VI
By Dan Cole
Rennsport Reunion VI was amazing! Imagine
opening your favorite Porsche coffee table book
and all the cars came alive in sound and smells.
Porsche racing drivers who you have only seen on
TV and in books were just steps away, accessible,
and friendly. If you like Porsches, race cars and
events with massive amounts stimulation of the
senses then Rennsport Reunion VI was just for you.
There were over 50 great drivers past and present,
Porsche race cars ranging from the 550 Spyder to
the 919 Hybrid Evo. There was even a race for Porsche tractors.

and then meeting up with Jack Burke and Jim Hasbrouck outside Salinas at the KOA on Wednesday
evening. I drove the VW so we’d have a service vehicle that could hold all of us. Jack and Jim drove
the Rennsport Reunion Party RV from Billings with
an overnight stop somewhere outside Elko, Nevada, prior to making it to California.

Ferdinand Porsche designed Type 64 which predates 356 Nr. 1. Porsche only made 3 and only 2
survive. Can you say rare?

Friday

Thursday
Jack picked a great camping location at the
Weathertech Raceway at Laguna Seca just outside
turn 6. We arrived around noon and quickly got the
campsite all set up. Jack painstakingly leveled the
Legendary drivers from Porsche’s past included
RV. Once all that was completed we were off like
Hurley Haywood, Brian Redman, co-creator of Por- eager school kids to see the race car zooming
sche Rennsport Reunion; Vic Elford, who had a leg- around the track. Jim wanted to see the Porsche
endary 1968 racing season; Norbert Singer, the
917 and he had to wait just a brief time until the
father of the Porsche 962 and Jacky Ickx, six-time Gulf blue and orange 917s came screaming past!
12 cylinders at full song sure make a fantastic
Le Mans winner, among others.
sound.
Current Porsche factory drivers included Patrick
Long and Timo Bernhard, and 24 Hours of Le Mans After the event closed for the day, we decided to
GTE Pro winners and pilots of the famous Pink Pig, head off to the local Costco to restock the RV and
Kévin Estre, Laurens Vanthoor and Michael Chrisgrab some supper. Jim offered to buy dinner on
Thursday and we landed on the fine dining estabtensen.
lishment of Costco’s Food Court where we all enThe cars covered a span of 70 Years of Porsche
from 356 Nr. 1 Roadster to the new Concept Study joyed a delicious hot dog! It couldn’t have tasted
better!
Mission E electric car. There was even the prewar

The 919 Tribute Hybrid Evo race car which has
been smashing track record all over the world was
there too. My favorite the 1960 Porsche 718 RS60
Spyder which won Porsche’s first major endurance
race at the 12 Hours of Sebring was there.
The event ran from September 27th to 30th at
Weathertech Laguna Seca Raceway just outside
Monterey, California. 81,550 Porsche fans came
out to enjoy the event!

Since our campsite was less than 200 yards from
the apex of Turn 6, each morning at 8:00 AM the
alarm clock went off with the sound of screaming
race engines. There was no sleeping in!
Later in the day, Jack’s son John arrived from
Southern California and the Rennsport Reunion VI
crew was complete. John is a nice young man, a
Subaru guru who works in the aerospace field making carbon fiber stuff for things he can’t talk about.
His goal, learn all about working in carbon fiber
and then open his own Subaru tuning business.

Jim had registered for the 356 Registry Reunion in
Carmel Valley, CA. So he and I headed over the hill
Getting there was a fun road trip. My route in my
VW Touareg was from Billings to Boise on Monday, to the show. The 356 Registry Reunion was really
Roadtrip!
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Top Left: Spec Boxster—PCA Club Racing
Top Center: Boxster Designer Grant Larsen
Top Right: 356 Carrera Engine
Left Middle: Bruce Canepa 917
Bottom Left: Skittles of 914s
Right Bottom: Jim Hasbrouck saying hello to the guy
who rebuilt his 1954’s transmission.
Bottom: A PCA Corral of 918s at the PCA Hospitality
Area
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an enjoyable event as well. It could only have been better had Graham Beckett and Susan Peacock been
there too. They were unable to make the trip and were
missed. Displayed around the park in a semicircle
were the standard collection of perfectly restored
356s, with one diamond in the rough, a 356 Carrera
that for me was the prettiest one there. It was rough,
unrestored, but had a story to tell, much like our Absaroka member Mark Cohn’s Convertible D. I wouldn’t
change a thing except for gas, oil, and brakes. It was
beautiful.

to Jackpot, Nevada! That was a long day for them.
Monday
At 3:00 AM I was on the road from Sparks headed
home. I’m a morning person so the early hours are a
pleasure in the cool air and it’s always nice watching
the sun come up. Breakfast saw me in Winnemucca,
Nevada, lunch in Twin Falls, Idaho and dinner at home
in Billings. It was a long day at 947 miles, but its always great to get home.

That evening Alaska Region members President Mike
Holtzclaw and Jamie Bernard found our campsite and
came by to say hello. It’s always great seeing them
both because they’re full of stories, or at least full of
something.

I want to thank Jack Burke for inviting me on this journey. There were several times I planned on backing
out as it seemed like a lot to spend on a vacation without Jo coming with me. I’m glad I didn't, as it was a
wonderful time. I also really enjoyed getting to know
Absaroka Region members iat Rennsport were myself, Jack’s son John and seeing the funny side of Jim Hasbrouck. We had made memories and it was wonderful
Jack Burke, Jim Hasbrouck and then I saw Stephen
to be able to share them through our mutual love of
Gies and Bruce Wallace walking around the venue.
Porsche cars.
Saturday
The Tractor Race was something fun to watch!. Our
view was from afar as they never got to turn 6. Thanks
to my 400mm lens I did get some fun pictures of the
tractors at full song!
The races we saw on Saturday were the EIFEL TROPHY
RACE Group 3 - “911 (911 up to 2.5 liter), 911 TR, 911
ST, 914, 914/6” The drivers swere definitely on it.
The winning podium was;
1st 1971 Porsche 914-6,
2nd 1968 Porsche 911T/R,
3rd, 19670 Porsche 911S.

2018 PORSCHE RENNSPORT REUNION VI
RUN GROUPS
Group 1: PCA Sholar-Friedman Cup
Porsche Club of America race cars
Group 2: Werks Trophy
904/6 cylinder 906, 910, 907, 908, 908/2, 908/3 (6 turbo &
8 cylinder) 909, 917 (normally aspirated and turbocharged)
Group 3: Eifel Trophy
911 (911 up to 2.5 liter), 911 TR, 911 ST, 914, 914/6

The next race was the WERKS TROPHY RACE Group 2 “904/6 cylinder 906, 910, 907, 908, 908/2, 908/3 (6
turbo & 8 cylinder) 909, 917 (normally aspirated and
turbocharged). Image seeing the legendary Gulf liveryed 917s blast around the track at full son. Each of
these cars is worth in excess of $20 million each!

Group 4: Weissach Cup
911 (over 2.5 liter), RSR, 3.0 RSR, 2.1 Turbo, 934, 935, 936,
924 GTS, 924 GTR

The winner’s podium was:

Group 6: Stuttgart Cup
956, 962, 911 GT1, WSC, RS Spyder

Sunday
We all packed up camp and headed out Sunday morning for the long drive home. Jack, John and Jim went to
Salinas for breakfast, I continued on to make it the
short drive to Reno for the night. After camping for a
few days the shower at the Sparks Nugget was like
going to a spa! Jack and Jim drove the RV all the way

Group 7: Flacht Cup
Type 964, 993, 996, 997 GT 911 Race Cars

Trivia: What is the fastest Porsche vehicle for 0 to
its top speed?
Answer: the Porsche Tractor!

1st 1969 Porsche 908,
2nd 1969 Porsche 917K,
3rd, 1970 Porsche 908/3.

Group 5: Gmund Cup
550, 550A, RSK, RS60-61 (4 & 8 cylinder.) 2000 GS GT,
Abarth Carrera, 356, 904-4cam, Porsche specials
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Top Left: Dr Wolfgang Porsche in Porsche Nr.1 followed by Porsche Type 64
Top Right: The Absaroka Rennsport Gang: Jack Burke,
Dan Cole, Jim Hasbrouck
Middle Center: Mark Donohue’s 917/30
Middle Right: Porsche 718 RS60
Bottom Left: Porsche 917/10
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New Member Welcome Party
By Dan Cole
This year was a good year for membership in the Absaroka Region. The All Euro Car Show has always been
a great recruiting tool for our small region and it
proved so again for 2018. We began the year with 51
Primary Members and as of the first of October were
up to 55. That is actually a nice percentage of growth.

didn’t last long), BBQ meatballs, pink pigs in a blanket,
healthy fresh vegetables and all sorts of chips and
dips. The main course was Jim Grace’s secret recipe
chili withal the toppings, some wonderful corn bread
muffins, multiple delicious salads and too many other
goodies to mention.

To welcome the new members to the Porsche Club of
America and Absaroka Region we held a Welcome
Party at the home of Jim and Karen Grace in Red
Lodge, Montana on Saturday, October 6.

There was a nice assortment of Porsches present as
well from Tom Agnew’s new Macan S to Rick Brookshire’s beautiful 914.

Fall weather has quickly set on the Absaroka Region
and the changes made the drive over to Red Lodge
very scenic albeit a bit chilly. Jim and Karen’s home
on Rock Creek was the perfect setting for the gathering. It was pure Montana; a cabin in the mountains,
the creek, lots of trees, and a moose.

The new member Welcome Party is generally our final
driving event of the season. It was a fun time with
friends in a beautiful setting. Those members that
couldn’t make it really missed out this year.

Attendance from current region members was great
with 16 members attending the Welcome Party. Our
large region in area had members coming from Big
Timber, Edgar, Columbus, Red Lodge, Molt and Billings. New members joining us for the party were Malcomb and Judy Goodrich from Billings, MT and Eric
and Yvonne Stevens from Columbus, MT. It was really
great to meet them and welcome them into our circle
of Porsche friends.
I did hear from a couple of the other new members
that they would be unable to attend since they were
out of town. We’ll hopefully catch them next time.
New members for 2018 to date are: Jeff Rentz, Tim
Sherry, Lance Pederson, David Nelson (transfer from
Rocky Mountain), Eric Hart, Malcomb and Judy Goodrich, Steve and Sallie Hildenberg, Eric and Yvonne Stevens, and Chris Schreiber.
No party is complete without a wonderful assortment
of goodies to eat. Absaroka members came through
with flying colors! There was candied bacon (which
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Opposite Page: Jim Grace
Top Left: Tour of the Man Cave
Top Right: Kathy Brookshire, Judy Kastrop, Stephanie Haider and Stephanie Krueger
Middle Left: A British Spu amongst us!
Middle Right: Enjoying Everyone’s delicious food & conversation
Bottom Right: Huckleberry the Newfoundlander
Bottom Right: Patty Burke and Francie Hasbrouck (Need a hug? Francie is your go to person. They’re the best!)
Photos: Lynnsey Slanina, Absaroka Region
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63rd Porsche Parade — Lake of the Ozarks
By Ernie Bunn, Absaroka Region
Chrissy and I left Riverton Friday evening and over-

homes along the lake, each with its own dock. On the
cruise, we meet the couple that that passed us earlier
nighted in Ft. Collins, Colorado. Getting up early, we
headed across Colorado and Kansas on I-70, expecting on the interstate in red Cayenne. It’s a small world.
to see numerous Porsche's along the way. We saw one
red Cayenne (which passed us) which was the only one
Tuesday evening in Osage Beach at dinner, the young
we saw until we reached Osage Beach. It would seem
man in the booth next to us asked his girlfriend to
that West Coast Porsche's stay west and East Coast
marry him. You could sense his fear and then his relief
stay east.
when she said yes. Around of applause from the other
patrons approved the event.
We stopped in Lawrence, Kansas on the night of the
8th and had an easy journey on Sunday into Osage
Beach. We checked into the 63rd Porsche Parade
(Entrant No. 819) and attended the Welcome Party
that evening. There were 1500 people there out of the
2500 registered members. The unveiling of the new
Porsche Taycan took place there. It’s a good looking
car.

Wednesday morning, we took a helicopter ride around
the area to get a better perspective on the lay-out of
the area. We then did a tour of one of the many caves
and soaked in the local history.
I was very happy with the Boxster on this trip. It's unbelievable how much luggage they hold. The miles per
gallon were better than most of our cars.

Monday morning we spent time just waking the event
site and soaking in the excitement of the event. Also
had time to buy my hat at the PCA Parade Goodie
We finished the trip by traveling on the Great River
store. Most vendors where still in the process of setRoad along the east bank of the Mississippi River in
ting up so we made sure to come back the next day to
Illinois and then west and home.
see them all.
Monday afternoon, we toured the Concours on the golf
course and saw every kind of 911 built. One maybe
two of other models built by Porsche but 98% were
911's. Almost makes me want to buy one but I think I
will stick with my Boxster.
Chrissy and I attended as representatives of the Absaroka Region the PCA President's Reception on Monday night. “It's the people and not the cars” was confirmed when we sat with the president of the Magnolia
Region in Mississippi, Tony Santangelo and his gracious wife. Tony has been a PCA member since 1971
and has a long history with different European automobiles. He is also an accomplished musician. It was
a great evening!
Tuesday morning we took a cruise from the resort
around part of a very large lake/reservoir. If you are
into boats, this is the place to live with over 150,000
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Photos: Ernie Bunn
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Porsche Definitively Enters The Electric Era With The New Taycan
Major investments, new production methods and extensive training initiatives
combine the advantages of the traditional principle of
Six billion euros in investments, 1,200 new employees continuous production with the flexibility of versatile
for the launch of the Taycan alone, the ongoing devel- assembly. It will also allow the number of work cycles
to be increased using the same amount of space. Folopment of Porsche Production 4.0 and an unparallowing the concept of “smart, green, lean”, Porsche is
leled knowledge campaign rolled out throughout the
entire company: in firmly committing to electric mobil- also pursuing resource-friendly production. The Taycan
ity, the sports car manufacturer is undergoing a proc- production process is carbon neutral, with the future
goal in production being to establish a complete zeroess of major change and once again reaffirming its
impact factory, a factory with no environmental imability to safeguard its future.
pact.
“We predict that over 50 percent of Porsche models
delivered from 2025 will be electrified,” states Lutz
Meschke, Deputy Chairman of the Executive Board
The introduction of the Taycan is generating 1,200
and Member of the Board responsible for Finance and new jobs in Zuffenhausen. “The Taycan is one of bigIT at Porsche. This will involve substantial investments gest creators of jobs in the history of Porsche,” emphain fields such as development and production, as well sizes Andreas Haffner, Member of the Executive Board
as staff training. Despite this, the target profit margin responsible for HR and Social Affairs. Not all of these
new employees will be producing the Taycan; they will
“We predict that over 50 percent of also build two-door sports cars. Porsche’s aim for the
Taycan is to create a team with a healthy mix of exPorsche models delivered from
perienced sports car manufacturers and new staff.
2025 will be electrified” - Lutz Meschke, This development will also see a large-scale training
initiative take place in a specially created production
hall built on the training center premises in Zuffenof at least 15 percent remains unchanged. "In addition hausen. A digital learning platform, which contains
to efficient processes, the revenue from digital prodover 1,400 training units on issues related to digital
ucts and services should also increasingly contribute
transformation and allows users to study independto our economic success," says Meschke.
ently and according to their needs, will also be availOne example of an efficient approach is the new Tay- able for the entire workforce as they join Porsche on
can production and assembly facilities currently being its journey into the electric and digital era.
built as a “factory within a factory” at the main plant in
Zuffenhausen. This development signals Porsche’s
move away from the traditional principle of an assem- The close working relationship between motorsport
and series production highlights just how important it
bly line. Albrecht Reimold, Member of the Executive
is to share knowledge. Like the Porsche 919 Hybrid,
Board responsible for Production and Logistics, explains: “By applying flexi-line production, Porsche will which has multiple Le Mans victories under its belt,
the Taycan is powered by innovative 800 V technology.
become the first vehicle manufacturer to use driverless transport systems in a continuous series produc- This was one of the most essential decisions for the
tion process.” This will enable the sports car brand to 919, as the voltage level effectively sets the course for
the entire electric drivetrain: from the battery to the
layout of the electronics and the e-machines to the
capacity of the charging process. In adopting a pioneering approach and specifically developing suitable
800 V components, Porsche pushed the limits of what
is technically feasible – including with regard to the
liquid-cooled lithium-ion battery. Amid the intensely
competitive environment of motorsport, Porsche has
continued to develop its technologies. The brand has
now achieved a power density the likes of which have
STUTTGART
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never been seen before. For the Taycan this means the
800 V architecture in the vehicle guarantees that the
lithium-ion battery can be recharged in just four minutes, providing enough energy to drive 100 kilometers
(according to NEDC). This transfer of knowledge will
reach a whole new level when Porsche enters Formula

bile Charger Connect is a quick, convenient way to
charge the Taycan at home overnight. It can also be
charged using inductive technology. As part of the joint
venture Ionity – which also involves BMW, Daimler and
Ford – Porsche will build 400 high-power charging stations with a capacity of 350kW per charging point
across Europe by the end of 2019. In the USA, the VW
Group initiative Electrify America will see the installa“The Taycan production process is
of charging infrastructure (capacity of up to
carbon neutral, with the future goal tion
350kW) at 300 motorway stations from 2019. Porsche is also planning to install more than 2000 AC
in production being to establish a
points at destinations such as hotels in up to
complete zero-impact factory, a fac- charging
20 markets in the run-up to the Taycan’s launch. Custory with no environmental impact.” tomers will be able to gain access to the Porsche
charging network via the Porsche charging service.
This is a Europe-wide solution with access to a huge
E in the 2019/2020 season.
array of charging stations managed by different serQuick charging processes call for powerful charging
systems. That is why Porsche E-Performance covers all vice providers. Porsche will take care of all billing cenareas of infrastructure with solutions for on the go and trally.
at home. With a capacity of up to 22kW, Porsche Mo-
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NOW OFFICIAL: PORSCHE’S ENTRY INTO FORMULA E
The Fédération Internationale de l'Automobile (FIA) accepted Porsche’s application as a Formula E manufacturer.

This means that the Weissach factory team can continue to pursue the development of its own electric
powertrain, which is due for homologation in 2019.
As announced at the end of July 2017, Porsche
plans to be among those competing in the sixth season of the global electric racing series at the end of
2019.

veiled by Formula E in Geneva in early March, is
very well executed.”
The powertrain components are the competitors’
own developments

Formula E will provide the chassis as well as the battery. All powertrain components, however, are the
competitors’ own developments. This enables Por“Over the past few years, the FIA and Alejandro
sche to find bespoke solutions for key technologies
Agag have done a fantastic job”, says Porsche’s
such as the electric motor, inverter, brake-by-wire
Fritz Enzinger who, as Vice President, is in charge of
system, transmission, differential, driveshafts, monothe Formula E Programme. “It is due to this developcoque and the suspension components attached to
ment that we will be able to compete on the race
the rear-axle, as well as the cooling system and
track against many of the world’s largest car manuECU. The energy efficiency of the powertrain not
facturers.”
only plays a decisive role in a competition attracting
many of the world’s most renowned car manufacturAs with the successful Le Mans Prototype 919 Hyers, but it is also central to the development of roadbrid project, Andreas Seidl will be responsible for the
going electric vehicles.
technical development and the execution of the Formula E programme. “The possibilities and performPorsche’s entry into Formula E in 2019 will coincide
ance of electric cars have been a central topic at
with the market launch of the production version of
Porsche for quite a while,” Seidl points out. “The
the concept study Mission E. This vehicle, the first all
deeper our engineers get into the topic, the more
-electric Porsche, will be the most sports-focussed
fascinating the solutions become. We can’t wait to
and technologically-advanced car in its class. Porreceive our first vehicle in early 2019 and to test our
sche will invest more than six billion Euros in electric
own powertrain in it. The Gen2 racer, which was unmobility before the end of 2022.
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40th Anniversary
Absaroka Region
Beer Steins
After a great drive in the Absarokas in
your Porsche celebrate the 40th birthday
of the Absaroka Region in style with a
cold beverage in a genuine German Absaroka 40th Birthday Stein! We have a
limited quantity, so get you order in to
Stephanie Haider fast. Once they're gone,
they're gone!
These steins are stoneware, with a fired
full color anniversary logo. They hold a
pint (0.5 Liter) of your favorite brew with
lots of room for a big fluffy head of foam!
The price per stein is: $25.00.

Prost!
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PCA Juniors Program
PCA Juniors is a program for Porsche enthusiasts under age 18.
Participants must be registered by
an active PCA member.
What is the PCA Juniors program?
 It’s not just the cars… and now
it’s not just the grown-ups!
 With our new PCA Juniors program, PCA is about the kids
too!
 The PCA Juniors program has
been created so kids can enjoy
PCA events, learn about Porsches and build the enthusiasm
that runs through all of the Porsche Club of America.
Who is eligible?
 Any child under age 18 who is
registered by a current PCA
member can participate in the
program. (Note: This is not a
PCA Membership.)
What will the child receive?
 PCA Juniors will receive a welcome package that includes an
age-appropriate gift and PCA
Juniors ID badge. We look forward to developing the program and its features over
time.
What does it cost to register?
 It’s FREE! Participants must be
registered by an active PCA
member, and there is no cost
to join!
 Register for the PCA Juniors
Program here! https://
www.pca.org/pca-login/pca-
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Breakfast
Please join us for a cup of coffee
or a hearty breakfast! Every second Saturday, rain, sleet, snow,
or sunshine, the Absaroka Region meets for breakfast, and
you are welcome! Meet with us
at Grains of Montana located at
926 Grand Ave, in Billings, at
9:00a.m., for good food and spirited conversation.

Every 2nd Saturday

Join Us for

It’s a great opportunity to meet
other club members, look at an
ever-changing collection of Porsches, and enjoy a tasty meal. It
is also a very good reason to get
out of bed on a Saturday morning and meet the folks before
tackling the honey-do list!
Don’t be shy, please join us!
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